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Homecoming brings students, alumni, and family together

{Left) joey Bareither and Sarah Gilmore after being crowned Homecoming King and Queen (Right) Ashley Caneda performs a traditional Hawaiian dance at the Variety Show
•

Photos

by

KOSETTE

ISAKSON|

students audition to perform," Philipsen said. This was
the second year that Homecoming Coronation was

B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Students, families and alumni flocked to Bauman

Auditorium Friday evening for the annual Coronation

and Variety Show. Alumni and parent relations put on
the evenings event*
Senior Ruthanne Condie and Anna Philipsen, associ

ate director of Alumni Relations, coordinated the eight
acts in the Variety Show. Each act for the evening was
performed by a current George Fox student.
"We opened up auditions to alumni, but had 14

paired with a variety show.
Jim Foster, dean of College and Behavioral Science

and Health Professions, was the emcee for the evening.
This year's'homecoming court freshmen nominees
were McKenna Popish and Josiah Esper; for the sopho
mores, Jay Cornwell and Molly Hearn; junior candidates
were John Hodges and Grace Goodman; the sen/or
nominees were Josiah Shoemaker, Megan Armentrout,

have been participating in various
church and music programs together for

Position

Alumni Relations hosted their 10th,

Crescent

Sarah GWmore.

immediately after the eight performances the entire
homecoming court, freshmen to senior class, awaited
on stage for the resuits of the lOVS-lO'iA homecom

ing king and queen. Joe Djanga and Tracy Berg, the
2013 Homecoming King and Queen were present to
pass on the crowns. Berg and Djanga announced the
winners; Joey Bareither and Sarah Gilmore.

Mathew Zeller, Whitney Hronek, Joey Bareither, and

Years later, Bruins still return
By LEAH ABRAHAM

The

Critter Cabana to reopen
By Julia Howell
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

the past 40 years.
"We were so bad at keeping in touch

20th, 25th, 30th, and 40th class reunions

at first," shared Lisa Knipe, Class of 1993.

during Homecoming weekend.
During these reunions, tales of old

"But then we all learned how to use the

differences. The owners are hopeful that
customers will like the changes and that
their original vision for an interactive
pet store will still be evident in the new
look.

New plans feature a balcony where

Internet, can you believe that? Facebook

visitors can interact with the animals In

a welcoming environment.

"I'm hoping that it's going to be a
community area," said Johnson. "Most of

the animals will be upstairs, so people
can go there and hang out [and] have
an intimate, cool experience."

Critter Cabana's sign standing strong
Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON pThe Crescent

The new store will also incorpo
rate sustainable interior design. One
wall will highlight the Critter Cabana
logo made out of moss, and there are
plans for a recycled water feature that

will help grow animal food right in the
Dec. 13 will mark the one-year an
niversary of the fire that burned down

Critter Cabana. Now, after a year of
selling pet supplies in a temporary loca
tion, Critter Cabana will reopen with a
brand new look.

the means to reopen. At a support
event following the tragedy last year,
"a thousand people or more came,

website, the store lost approximately
"one-third of the animals...due to in

DetoreTiomecoming

festivities begin
Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON | The Crescent

halation of smoke." The fire, according

to owner Brittani Johnson, was caused

by a cheaply made power strip that

pranks, lost loves, and strange fashion

as helped us keep up on each other's life."

sparked an electrical fire and set the

as they laughed and reminisced togeth

Each class reunion seemed to share
similar topics of conversation, such as

building ablaze. Heat damage and soot
marred the building, computers, tanks,
cages, and stock supplies.

choices were shared between old friends,
er.

"{This reunion] has been... weird,"
shared Joyce Staffenson, Class of 1973.

"You never think you'd get this old!" For
Staffenson, this reunion hasn't been one

fashion. "Do you remember when we
used to rock the perm and bangs? Do
you even know what a perm is?" Andrea

Dishman, Class of 1993 asked me jok
ingly.

of reconnection, but of a regular gather
ing of catching up.
Staffenson has been keeping touch

the years. "Hanging out now, it feels the

with her fellow roommates and music

Knipe, as all of her friends nodded in

majors ever since she graduated. They

For Knipe, little has changed over

same, just like it did 20 years ago," said
agreement.

The owners are excited for the new

changes, and are hopeful that the com
munity will respond positively. The local

According to the Critter Cabana

,Iumni register

store.

After the long wait, a grand opening
is finally being planned for early De

cember, though the exact date is still
uncertain. The owners promise to be
operational by • Christmas. There are

plans for a grand-opening party featur

ing raffles, free samples, and coupons.

The new store will be similar to the

original, but there will be some major

financial encouragement during the
transition year has helped them secure

and kids with their piggy banks were
coming and dumping them out...we
couldn't believe that,"said Johnson.

Johnson and the other owners are
hoping the Improvements to the store
will make Critter Cabana even more

personal, but still loyal to their original
vision.

"The ethics and the concept behind
it are the same—and the heart behind

it is the same," said Johnson, "so hope
fully it will translate."

The owners are encouraging anyone
who wants to help with the grand
opening to fill out the volunteer form at
http://www.crittercabana.com/rebullding-newberg-volunteer.
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ASC brings high profile music artists to campus g.jmounceilicilts replaced
B y E M I LY L U N D
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

In the past, George Fox Uni
versity has hosted all manners
of performers, from slam poets
to classical pianists. This year is
no different, as the school wel
comes two high-profile worship
bands to campus: Digital Age
{made up of members of the
former David Crowder Band)

with the Associated Student

conference calls between agen-

Community through "a pro

cies,"Tarpley said. "It is constant
communication between the

moter that represents a couple
different artists," explained
Madison Tarpley, vice presi
dent of activities and programs.
"The Digital Age happened to
have a spot open that fit with
our schedule, so we wanted to
make it happen!"

Spiritual Life began dis
cussing plans for a potential

agencies to work on production
details and promotion."

Through these "high-caliber

events," Tarpley said ASC wants
to allow students to enjoy a

good concert and meet In

THE DAILY bruin

worship to build community.
The success of the Digital Age

andSwItchfoot.

Switchfoot concert during the

concert and the excitement
a r o u n d S w i t c h f o o t ' s N o v. 1 6

Getting these artists here,
however, was not an easy
process. The Digital Age, who
performed in Bauman Auditori
um on Oct. 10, first got in touch

Spring 2013 semester. ASC then

performance has sold out all

stepped in to help with the

K<;v Fox UNiyj.RSiTv

r^-rneriy

tickets. Concert starts at 7pm.

process.

"Booking concerts con

Newberg Student News

sists of a lot of emails and

Retreat to the beach
By JULIA HOWELL
Crescent Staff

The

annual

fail

retreat

offered by the George Fox
Office of Spiritual Life will be
held Nov. 8-10. This year's fall
retreat will be held at Twin

Rocks Friends Camp and Confer
ence Center in Rockaway Beach,
Ore.
The retreat is for students

who want to get away from the
school atmosphere and have a
chance to re-center spiritually.
The speaker will be Mark Scandrette, the founding director of

and raising a family without
debt in one of the most expen
sive cities in the country.

f fl l L

RCIRCflf;

Crescent Staff

T-shirt and a copy of the Scan

George Fox University

drette's book.
Tw i n R o c I g o ff e r s a s e v e n -

Student Life launched a new

mile stretch *of beach, minia

way to communicate with stu

ture golf, and a recreation field,

dents on Oct. 2. Titled, The Daily
Bruin, the email newsletter
replaced the old E-nnouncements, which had been in place

horseshoes. Miller is planning
some optional group activi
ties, one of which will be a hike
to Neah-Kah-Nie Mountain in

for about five years.

Manzanita, but the atmosphere

"It's important for people to
communicate," said Jere Witherspoon, executive assistant to
the vice president of Student

"I'm big on creating space
for people," Miller'said. "If you
want to be in a place where you
can just walk around the beach

RelMAGlNE is "designed to
help participants integrate the
teachings of' Jesus into every
aspect of life," according to

Life. "It's all for students."
The

and encounter God, I'm all for
that."

He also plans to have op

Scandrette's website.

tional breakout sessions with

Megan Armentrout, campus

F a l l r e t r e a t t o b e h e l d a t Tw i n R o c k s

drette on a George Fox serve
trip to San Francisco last year

Phoco courtesxofSPIRiTUAL LIFE

Scandrette for anyone who
wants to speak more in-depth
for discussion.

and asked him to be the fea

sibility of spending time and
money. He speaks from his own
experience; purchasing a home

ByJARED BEILBY

will be relaxed.

San Francisco.

tured speaker at the retreat.
Scandrette will speak on his
recently published book "Free,"
which addresses the respon

The Daily Bruin replaces E-nnouncemen« ^

nity and ministry. Anyone who
signs up will also be given a free

RelMAGiNE, a Christian center in

ministries director, met Scan-

The retreat will cost $10,

and the proceeds will be given
directly to Scandrette's commu

Retreats Coordinator, Chris

Miller stated that^the retreat's

message will complement the
topic of Scandrette's book. The
theme will be about "being free

"If you just want to relax
and get away, it's a great way to
meet people in a relaxed envi

former

E-nnouce-

ments had a tricky method
of signing up, so not all those
who thought they had signed
up actually received the an
nouncements. The Daily Bruin Is

pathway.

"People have to be respon

sible for their communication,"
she said. "It's a two-way street,

but we just want to try and

communicate with students
b e t t e r. "

While the new service is a

more efficient way to reach out,
Witherspoon noted that stu
dents should still expect infor
mative emails from her when

they don't submit news for The
Daily Bruin before 5 p.m., the
newsletter's deadline.

Students or staff may sign

up to receive The Dally Bruin
or submit news to it by going

to the website http://6logs.
georgefox.edu/ennounce/
about/ and clicking on the "Sub
scribe to The Daily Bruirj" link or

more streamlined and uses the

the "Submit an announcement

service MailChimp for distribu-

for the Daily Bruin"link.
The setvvce ce-n be accessed

tvon.

The Daily Bruin is released
Monday through Friday and

ronment," Miller said.

will feature various information

relating to the George Fox com
munity.
Witherspoon stressed the
importance of students partici
pating in the communication

from the restraints of school

and stress and money."

by anyone. Witherspoon rec
ommended ^hat students, staff,
and parents sign up.
Older editions of The Daily
Bruin and E-nnouncements may
also be accessed by going to
the website.

Latino Heritage Club presents Spoken Word Redeeming Life support group
By JESSICA RIVERA
Crescent Staff

The George Fox Univer

sity Latino Heritage Club hosted
Spoken Word Night on Oct. 9 for
the second year in a row as stu

dents shared stories and life ex

perience through poetry.

"I want students to walk

away inspired," said Club Presi

creativity, sheer honesty, and
people being raw on stage is
why I do this."
The stage was set with black
pipe and drape, and dim light
ing covered the audience. The
spotlight focused on each of
the speakers; beginning with a
poem written by Ewing, which
focused on the need to love and

them thinking, and make thern

You get to see a
different side of people

longing, and a variety of other
topics including society, self-

you never expected.

9 9

esteem, and love. The audience
had an opportunity to share

any words during intermission if
they felt inspired by others.
"I love performing because
it's a natural release," said

Carolyn Ewing. "There isn't
much opportunity for that,

and seeing the spectrum of

G R E AT

suffer from an eating disorders.

be heard," said Bautista. "It's a
way to start conversation and

A high majority of those who

form advocacy."
To the Latino Heritage Club,
poetry is another step to recon

ciliation. It's an opportunity for
one another, and be in commu

Throughout the night, 15
George Fox students spoke on
culture, identity, a sense of be

Over 24 million Americans

event is to "make those voices

students to be vulnerable with

dent Julio Bautlsta. "To leave

want to do something about it."

accompanied singing and
rapping.
The purpose behind this

be loved among our Insecuri
ties.

The night closed with a poem
by junior Sandra Lopez about
cultural norms and expecta
tions, in addition to poems,
beat boxing, guitar, and violin

nity.
"I'm very pleased with what
we did, and what went down in

Hoover 105," said vice president
Nancy Vazquez. "You get to see

ing an eating disorder support
group on campus called , Re
deeming Life.

Redeeming Life's mission Is

to provide a support group for

those either battling an eating
disorder, or in recovery from
o n e .

their victories so that they can

hopes to make Spoken Word
Night a more frequent event in

k
I
c o m pGod
l e thas
e,
Shalomdriven
persons

the future.
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perfectionism, the list could se
riously go on forever. All these
factors culminate into what

makes one susceptible to devel

oping a life-threatening eating
disorder,"Stewart said.

Stewart's drive for helping

those around her was built off
of her passion.

"I've always been passion
ate about using my voice and
my experiences as a way to be
a voice for others," Stewart said.

"Whenever an opportunity
comes my way to help someone

else, I most definitely want to

take advantage of that. After

I read the Collegiate Survey

Project, I knew I had to do
something, so I did."

Stewart.
'
College can paciU/ —

p.m. every other week in the

Copy Editors
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second floor of Hoover in the

do not necessarily
Crescent staff.

Student Commu
nity, or George F
ox University.
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Redeeming Life meets at 7

wnions and ideas presented
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home, newfound indepen
dence, change, control, social
and cultural pressure, expecta
tions to perform, struggles with

created each of us to be," says

The Crescent Staff 2013-2014

Asst Business Manager

D A I LY !

Stewart hopes to help make a
dent in this numbers by start

The Latino Heritage Club

S TA C E Y A D A M S

U P D AT E D

dents. George Fox senior, Annie

"[(Our purpose is to]) provide

EtMorenrvOtief

your George Fox headlines

suffer happen to be college stu

a place and space for those
in recovery to vocalize their
feel humbled after these events." struggles, as well as celebrate

NEWS!

visit our new website to read

Crescent Staff

a different side of people you
never expected. The exposure
inspires people, and I always
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Football, past and present Women^s volleyball forges team spirit
Coming into the Northwest

By JARED BEILBY

Leading the charge for
George Fox University football
is. someone who alr.eady has
walked the school's football

Crescent Staff

things easier. The conference's
perennial top dog and Casey's
alma mater, Linfield College,
has enjoyed a winning season
for the past 57 years.

pacity.
When George Fox last took to

played Linfield in 1942 and

the gridiron in 1968, Chris Casey

that the school did complete
one whole century unbeaten
against the Wildcats, in the
1800s, George Fox won their
trio of games against Linfield

was a ball boy for the team.
Now, Casey will be on the side
lines as the head coach.

A year before the school's
return to football, practices
began this fall with 77 players,
66 of whom are freshmen.

"The players are very coachable, hard workers, and are

team players," Casey said.
"Those are great attributes."'
As construction continues

on Stoffer Family Stadium,
the team practices on the old
soccer pitch at the Morse Ath
letic Fields.

"We've had rain issues," Casey
said. "The field gets torn really
easy; It's not deep-rooted grass."
In addition, the team is not
practicing in pads, so there has

been a large focus on speed,
strength, and conditioning.
"We knew this year was
going to be continually adapt
ing, adjusting," Casey said.
"We're moving as far ahead
a s w e c a n w i t h o u r o ff e n s e ,

defense and special teams."
While it's been nearly 50
years since the Bruins played
football, the school's roots in

the sport date all the way to
when George Fox, then Pacific
College, played games against
Willamette University in 1894.
In their first home game, Pacific
College lost 16-0 to Willamette.

and character. On the court, the corner. They are a competitive

team who will not back
down from anyone.
Grant said the league

The George
Fox University
women's volley

While George Fox last

sidelines, albeit in a different ca

buying into the team's covenant believe that they have turned a

By JESSICA RIVERA

Conference does not make

Crescent Staff

this year is well balanced.
Recent challenges include
battling Injuries and sick

ball team started
the season with

lost 50-0, it should be noted

n e s s .

their largest re
cruiting class of

Every game Is pivotal
during the season
because the first place

freshmen and an

emphasis on offcourt chemistry.

team in the Northwest
Conference advances to
the national tournament.
The rest of the teams an

Women's

by a combined 78-6 score.

volleyball has

This century might prove

seven

m o r e d i f fi c u l t . T h e n e w e s t
team in the Northwest Confer

return

ticipate invitations. The
goal this year is to "finish

ers and 10 new
comers. Coach
Steve Grant said
the new class

ence, Pacific University, went
0-9 in their inaugural season in
2010 and repeated the feat in

fi r s t i n t h e c o n f e r e n c e , "
said Grant.

"I expect our team to
win the rest of our games

brings a wonder

2 0 11 .

ful, enthusiastic

George Fox, however, has
a year to prepare before
opening kick-off, and Casey
remains optimistic.
"We've got a long way to be

dynamic to the
team. This group
has great passion
and clicked right
away with vet

a Northwest Conference foot

erans,

ball school," he said. "But since

i

>

s

because we can," said

r

senior captain Chelsea
Wilson. "Although we are a
young team, we have a lot
of potential."
When asked about one

which

thing he wants the team

made it easier
for the team to

the kids are hard-working and
have a great attitude then
you know you can get to that
point."
In addition, Casey believes
the football program adds an

to remember, coach Grant

said, "Passion for volley

bond as a family.

ball, a real love for one
another, and I want them

However, the re
turners are the

to want to be better this

major reason for
good play so far.
"Its exciting
having a large
group of new

extra dimension to the school.

"I think football will help
George Fox be further known
as a Christian school with great
academics and very strong

year than the last. I want
them to take away great
memories of wonderful

Sophomore Brooke Sturdevant rises for a spike

chemistry, memories of
Photo b)' JOEL. RURIK] The Crescent([^gjf challenges m e t , a n d

comers," said Grant.
"It's one of the best

athletics," he said. "We want to
be a fit, a match, and a blend

recruiting classes we've ever
had. If we stay together, we can
go far."
This year's focus is offrcourt
unity. Team chemistry has
been a major factor, as well as

with what's already going here
at George Fox."

learning from

d i f fi c u l t i e s

team works every single day on

faced."

unforced errors and ball han

The team will say goodbye
to two seniors this year, cap

dling skills.
The team's longest winning
streak has been three games.
Grant says the streak provid*ed the team with a reason to

tains

Chelsea

Brustad

and

Chelsea Wilson. Senior night will
be on Nov. 9 against Willamette
University.

Dreibelbis leads as captain
Byy
B

k ATHERiNE formed conrtecborts w\lV\vn t.\4^ Georoe
Georqe Fox
Fox cros
cross
country team through a variety of team events:

V A N L A N D I N G H A M
Crescent Staff

•

■

Earn your MBA on campus

George Fox University
cross country team captain
and senior, Kyle Dreibelbis, has

or online from Azusa Pacific.

been a leader in Bruin ath/etics
since the start of his involve
ment in Fall 2010.

■

•

r

9

M B A
■

•

■

»

•

■

m

nights, and "adventure runs" through the hills of
Dundee.

"The team community is really great!" he said.
"It blows me away how devoted these guys are to
God, each other, and the sport!"
This may come as no surprise to individuals

r

•
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39 units

cross country meets. He finds

his encouragement in Isaiah
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the world of cross country.

20 months
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3-kllometer steeplechase and
the 1,500 meter run this year.
Dreibelbis spends many hours

UNIVERSITY

aware of Dreibelbis' take on what It truly
means to be a part of the Bruin athletic commu
nity.

"The goal shouldn't be to perform for one's
self, but for the good of the team and the glory of
God," said Dreibelbis, "Since we draw our strength
from Him, we must perform to glorify Him."
Though the George Fox cross country team
has recently undergone some brutal sicknesses

"I think this describes cross

and injuries, one of those instances involving

country well. A great race is a
work of art," said Dreibelbis, "It
might not look like it from a
spectator's point of view, but

Dreibelbis himself, he is excited to see what the

the strategy that goes into
beating someone as fast as you
is complicated."

Beyond participating in
sporting meets, Dreibelbis has

current season has in store.

"Now that we are healthy, we are going to sur
prise a lot of people at conference and reglonals,"
he said. "We might even have a shot at being one
of the top few teams in the region."

Next wp for Kyle and the George Fox Men's

Cross Country team is the Northwest Conference
Championship on Nov. 2 in Spokane, Wash.
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Joseph Claires self

Honors program director Joseph Clair shares his theology

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

room

15

his lecture are impressive theology. Thus agnostic or
and widespread. Within a t h e i s t i c s t u d e n t s a t r e l i
covered with dry-erase a s i n g l e c l a s s w i t h a gious universities can find
nominal focus" on Aquinas theology - and, worse,
boards, and all of them
will be filled during the and basic apologetics, religion and Christianity
Clair quotes Nietzsche - grating, while devout at
class period.
The syllabus devotes and Sartre, name-drops t e n d e e s o f s e c u l a r s c h o o l s
the day to Saint Aquinas S a i n t B o n a v e n t u r e a n d adopt warlike attitudes re
and his proofs for the ex
mentions
Pascal
in
garding faith and philoso
istence of God, a small
passing. Joseph Clair is phy.
Clair
understands
layover as the class dashes not a typical theology
the tension. Among the
through the church in the professor.
dozens of Oregon State
Middle Ages. Though Clair
Depending on the in
would like to spend weeks stitution, a theology class University undergraduate
here, he has two thousand o f t e n d e v o l v e s a n d f a l l s philosophy students who
years of theology and t o a n e x t r e m e : i n f a t u a t e d attended a class taught
with postmodernism, or b y f a m o u s t h e o l o g i a n
doctrine to cover in thir
Marcus Borg was Clair.
teen weeks. Brevity and" becomes an exercise in In
He underwent a conver
doctrination.
clarity are necessities.
Few colleges sit in the s i o n e x p e r i e n c e w h i c h
Despite the breadth of
steeled him, made his in
the material, Clair doesn't overlap, and few profes
limit the class to a brief
sors are bold enough tellect alive. He changed
dalliance with Aquinas, t o i n t e r w e a v e s e c u l a r his friends, taught the
and the references within
philosophy and historic B i b l e t o m i d d l e s c h o o l
by the click of forty pens;

B y R YA N L A C K E Y

In

Photo courtesy of MEGAN CLARK | George Fox University

most

of

Lemmons, chipper stu
dents file into the room,

tossing down backpacks
and messenger bags.
Seated in complex roilihg
chairs, students take out
notebooks, tablets, and
pens.

Upon the arrival of
the young professor, who
is clad in a blazer, dark

jeans and vintage Nike
sneakers, the room quiets.
Standing over six feet tali
and topped with sandcolored hair, Joseph Clair
looks more grad student
than Cambridge-educat
ed professor. Forty lights
click on, accompanied

of

the

room

is

kids, immersed himself in
Scripture. He became a

young scholar, a thought

ful and totally Jesus-centrlc figure. Now, walking
among the orange and
black CorvalUs campus
after yet another Borg
lecture, he was a man in
crisis.
His wasn't a crisis of

faith, but of intellectual
combat. Instead of under

standing and critiquing
Borg's opinions or offer
ing philosophic rebuttals,
Clair became combative.

When Borg would give
an especially impas
sioned lecture, Clair would

grow even fierier. He was

unable to reconcile the

ideas presented in the
coursework. An inherent

prejudice belied Oregon

State's curriculum; Clair
found that, though other

jaded positions were tol
erated and even encour

aged, Chrvsdanvty was
dismissed as biased and
close-minded. Clair found
himself
confused
and

mentally knotted.
He didn't
he was.

know

who

As a professor at
George Fox, Clair splits
the class into groups and
assigns each group one
of Aquinas's defenses. As

discussion begins and stu
dents wrestle with famous

ontological and teleological arguments, Clair eases

between groups, inter
jecting points and chal

lenging deeper thinking.

See JOSEPH CLAIR | page 8

The new dog in town

By SARAH BIERNACKI
Crescent Staff

The new up-and-coming addition to

the Newberg community, "Diva Dogs," is

opening right outside the George Fox
campus.

The new location Is 203 Villa Rd.,

where a hot dog stand will soon to be
a restaurant. They offer almost 20 dif

ferent selections of gourmet hot dogs
and sausages. They provide a condi

ment bar that has about everything
that you could ever want on a dog; they
offer warm sauerkraut as well as grilled
onions.

But wait, not a dog person? Well

then, you're In luck. This awesome place
also has delicious breakfast Items all
day: breakfast burritos, omelets, biscuits
and gravy, combos, and pastries.

Like coffee? Good, 'cause they have
tt. Longbottom coffee/espresso hot
iced, blended: you name it. They can
also give you fruit smoothies, Italian
sodas, and a variety of other beverages

are Incredibly nice and inviting. One
man came out to speak to the custom

ers and ask if they needed anything or
if they were enjoying themselves. He
ended up having a 10 minute conversa

tion with a woman and her young son.

The food is fantastic. ! have visited

this place twice and each time have

been 100% satisfied with my experience
and food. I loved the strawberry banana
smoothie and my friend enjoyed her
strawberry Italian soda. Each time I ate

here I ordered a Polish dog with both
sauerkraut and grilled onions and found
that no other condiments were neces
s a r y.

The owner has a sense of humor.

You can tell by the various signs on

the truck, one of which says, "Drink
Coffee: Do Stupid Things Faster with

More Energy." After listing the condi-

ments, the website declares Cafe Diva

Dogs mission: "to make your dog a real
Diva...the best dressed hot dog in town"'
Not only do they have all this, but f;,r. IK?"®"!? all students,
^^o?ver the heck may be
they are reasonably priced as well. And
the ovemll look of this food truck is in dprM^^f
11^°
Dog!!and
decide for themsel
ves what
they think
viting The golden brown paint, wellFor more information, visit Cafe Diva
placed writing, humorous signs and Dogs website at www.cafedivadogs.
classy logo give it an authentic feel
If I were to give this place a review i

The hot dog stand. Diva Dogs, is getting rave revievvs.
Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

woud
l gvi e ti 4 of 5 stars. The empo
l yes
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(Above) The current members of Fashion Club looktoto'the
S'f future. (Below) President and founder Broolte Jones strikes a pose
Photo courtes/of SARAH HARRISON
By ANNA BRANSON

Fasfiiion Club and express

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

exciitennent fcr the year to

Things at George
Fox are getting a little

comie.

trendier and I couldn't be

learn and teach about all

more happy about it, all

Club on campus. Fresh

aspects of the fashion indu5t-r.y,'^'said Brooke Jones.
"I hiDpe that this club

man Brooke Jones is the

can become a haven for

founder and president

tho&e v/ho have a strong

of a club dedicated to

relatrionship in Christ

thanks to the new Fashion

fashion, fellowship, friend
ship, and looking fabu

and; wfrio wisJn to express
therwiseives tihrough the

lous.

meciium of fashion."-

Vice Presidents are
Erika Muir and Alex

hopes to participate in

andra Kennedy. Trea
surer is Auna Selberg.
Secretary is Casey Berkey

and Parliamentarian is

It's October and with it come comiy
sweaters, crisp mornings, pumpkin

flavored everything, pretty fall leaves
all over campus, and last but not least
Halloween.
I kind of have mixed emotions

about Halloween. Now don't get me
wrong, it's the one holiday a year
where you go door to door, say a few
words, and people just hand over free
candy. There isn't much to have mixed
emotions about, but the thing I have
an issue with is figuring out what to
wear!

Costumes seem to rise In price

every year, and as a college student
I have about $5 to work with. (Now

that's a bit of an exaggeration, but you

get what I mean.) We want to be cre

ative but we also don't want to break
the bank. It also seems to get more

and more limited each year as the ap
propriateness of costumes decreases.
So I decided to take it upon myself

and come up with some ideas for both

men and women that are creative, fun,

and that you could also wear in front
of your mother.

Rosie the Riveter

Not only Is she a total female cul
tural icon from the '40s, but she is a

tough girl with some class. To dress

up like Rosie you only need about four

things to complete the look. Start off
with a red polka dot headband. You
can get this at Fred Meyer, Target, or

even the Dollar Tree. Next get a pair

of overalls. Borrow them from a friend

or go down to Goodwill if you dont
own a pair yourself. Next is the shirt.

A simple denim button-up will do.
Borrow this from your friend do^n

the hall, your boyfriend, your dad. RoM

up the sleeves. Finally finish the look

with some epic combat boots. If not
combat boots, black Converse will do

vobnOeer projects such as
Dress her Success, which is
a nan-profit organization
that "provides interview
SLiitts, confidence boosts

the leadership for the

to ioiw-incorrve women!'

on a budget
Crescent Staff

The Fashio-n Cfub

Sarah Albeida. Together
these women make up

Halloween costumes
By ANNA BRAMSON

" I aim most excited to

and career cievelopment

They also want to be a
part of Brides for a Cause,
a n o t h e r n o n - p r o fi t o r
ganization dedicated to
"vow renewals and grant
ing weddings for couples
facing terminal Illness

or life-threatening situa
tions."

The club Is hoping to
host events on campus,

fellowship with students
who share a mutual love

for the fashion industry.
The club recently
volunteered In down
town Portland for the
Portland Fashion Week.
The
members
worked
in either the back or the

front of the house, seating
guests as they arrived or
dressing models back

such as fashion shows,

and grow in knowledge
of fashion and fellowship

stage.
The Fashion Club has

in Christ. They are also
working out the possibil
ity of going to Paris this
year or the next.

a blog you can follow, al

lowing you to keep up
with the latest trends and

The club is growing
and is open to anyone
and everyone who has
a passion for fashion

and wants to grow in

what's going on within
the club. Members will

take turns updating the
blog and its content. You

can find the b\og at gfuf a s h \ o n c \ u b . t u m b \ T. c o m .

Earn your credential and master's
degree in education at Azusa Pacific.

the trick. You could essentially borrow
the entire outfit and not have to spend
a p e n n y.

Katniss Everdeen

Now if you say you're not a "Hunger
Games" fan, I bet you're lying. Katniss
is the "it" girl right now and everyone
secretly wishes they could be her. With

the sequel, "Catching Fire," coming out
in November, "Hunger Games" is the

thing to talk about. Dressing up as
Katniss for Halloween is about as close

as we're going to get to actually being

her. Start with a neutral pant. Mossy
green, khaki, black: they all will do. Pair
it with a black T-shirt. On top of that
add a black windbreaker or any light
Jacket you own, preferably in a dark
color. Shoes should be combat boots

or some type of boot; brown or black

work great. Go down to Target and buy
a child's toy bow and arrow set and

you are good to go. If your hair is long
enough you have to do the "Katniss
braid." If it is too short, put It in a low

bun and Just braid your bangs back.
May the odds be ever in your favor.

Duck Dynasty

Guys, this one is for you. Grab your

duck calls, camo Jacket, vest, T-shirt,
pants, basically anything and every

thing camo you might own, and wear

it. How easy is that? To get an easy
"Duck Dynasty" look, pair denim Jeans

Complete your degree in as little as 12 months.
-■LPU offers:

*» Convenient classes at eight Southern California locations and online.

" More than 60 ways to earn your degree or credential In teaching, counseling,
physical education, and administration.

'• NOATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states and internationally.

with a brown shirt and a camo vest.

Put on a camo hat and grow your
beard out. If you want to be like Si,

make sure you have your Iced tea glass
and you are good to go.
Minions

They're possibly the cutest things

ever. I know you guys want to look
cute on Halloween, so really this
costume Is super easy. All you need

is a pair of overalls, a yellow zip up or
hoodie, black gloves, yellow beanie,
and some wide brimmed glasses.

Classes start throughout the year.
Contact us today!
(PCO) 8»-S2r8
flf3xi.edu/exptiore/education

grraduatecenter@apu.edu

ik
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Gatorade bottles: The new letterman jacket?
wearer, as athleticism is highly

By VICTORIA WILSON
Guest Contributor

W i t h i n t h e fi r s t f e w w e e k s

of my freshman year, I noticed
something. The green and
orange Gatorade bottles
nestled in the backpacks I saw
crossing the Quad and slung
on chairs in class had meaning:

they signified that the owner of
that backpack was on a George
Fox University sports team.
Gone was the era of the let

terman jacket, proclaiming
its wearer's status as an elite

member of the campus commu
nity. Now one only has to look
at the side pocket of a back
pack. We have entered the age
of the plastic Gatorade bottle.
Experiencing its heyday in
the 1950s and 1960s America,

A cross country athlete utilizes his Gatorade bottle to quench his thirst
Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

the letterman Jacket was estab
lished as the pinnacle of casual
wear by student athletes. The
wearer of a letterman Jacket
was traditionally an athlete,
confirmed by the Jacket's array
of chenille patches and embroi
dery displaying his or her athlet
ic achievements. The felt Jacket
instantly gained status for the

esteemed by American society.
Current GFU athletes receive
a Gatorade bottle from the
Athletic Training Departmerit

once they have completed their
initial physical. That bottle gains
status for the owner, just as the

jacket did 50 years ago. It's no

Recently I noticed two non-

athlete students each using

a self-purchased orange and
green Gatorade bottle, com
plete with their names written

on the top in black Sharpie. I

was confused, and frankly, a bit
offended. The bottle holds sig

nificant symbolism; itisn't just a

enjoy an elevated status by

bottle— it represents the com
mitment of an athlete to his or

dents (come on, admit it: you've

the student Identifies himself

secret that student athletes

most professors, staff, and stu

given a student athlete grace
when they miss a group project
meeting because they have a
game, etc.).
I count myself a supporter of
sports culture, and thus I hold
GFU athletes in high regard.
I commend their athleticism,

their self-discipline, and their
commitment to their team. The
fact that GFU doesn't offer ath

letic scholarships means that
the students who are on teams

are playing because they love

the sport, not because they are

getting money to play. That
alone raises my respect for the
student athletes, and I gladly
give them a status of prestige.

her sport. By using the bottle,
or herself as an athlete, and pre

sumably receives that status.
And it is a status that is earned,
not bought.
The Gatorade bottle is

something an athlete doesn't
lose. It's something they carry
with them daily. I know some
students who have had their

original bottles for three years.
It means something to them.

The epitome of this was dis
played last semester, when I
noticed a GFU athlete had given
his Gatorade bottle to his girl
friend to use, essentially the

equivalent of letting her wear
his letterman Jacket. I rest my

c a s e .

What's new in the gym? Not equipment, just age group
B y K AT H E R I N E
V A N L A N O I N G H A M
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

For all my fellow George
Fox University students who
appreciate solitude in exercis

ing, waking up early, hoping
to get in a quick workout
before the morning rush of
athletes, I want to ask: has

anyone noticed a change In
the morning fitness crowd?
Since when has the Wheeler

Sports Center become a
hangout for Newberg's senior
citizen population?
As

a

couple attempts.
Considering that I actually
like to get In a good workout, I
loathe the common stereotype
that gyms are often places to
pick up on people of the oppo-

Now, please understand
that i am not bashing the
elderly population on
campus. 1 quite enjoy their
company

health-conscious

student of GFU, much of my
free time is spent within the
walls of the fitness center, as

site sex, for I know that I am far

running in the Oregon rain
tends to get old after the first

from attractive after complet
ing my daily run.

In an effort to avoid such

to connect with some of the

responding and appearing in

situations, I have adjusted my
schedule, only to realize that
the local elderly population

area's kindest and most health-

terested in our conversation is
much easier said than done.

situations bring with them a

has done the same.

whole new world of Issues in

I cannot begin to explain to
you the number of times \ have

the realm of exercising.
As many may have noticed,
with a lot of life experience
under their belts, advice-giving
and storytelling seem to come
as second nature to the elderly.

had to race a senior citizen for
the last available treadmill or

stair stepper. In these situa
tions, I almost always come out
t h e l o s e r.

Even on days where there
Is fitness equipment available,
I typically find myself between
two elderly individuals, at
tempting not to eavesdrop on
their conversations concerning
the latest elderly drama.
Though such instances

can be entertaining and have

provided me the opportunity

aware senior citizens, these

While I would typically
enjoy listening to and discuss
ing such things, I can absolute
ly not do this in the middle of a
six-mile run.

Sure, the sweet white-

Now, please understand
that I am not bashing the
elderly population present on
campus. \n fact, \ quite enjoy
their company, but I am be
ginning to wonder: between
the afternoon rushes of GFU

athletes and the mornings of
chatty senior citizens, will i
ever get in a little exercise time
to myself?
In the meantime, you know
where to find me: In Wheeler,

on my favorite treadmill, right

haired man on the workout

in "between my two very favor

machine next to me may have
a lot of good things to say,
but when all I'm trying to do is
not pass out from exhaustion.

ite senior citizens as I run on,
trying to take in the their tales
of "the good ol'days."

Texas police receive tanks, students respond negatively
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
Crescent Staff

possibilities before arriving at a

B y S TA G E Y A D A M S

conclusion, and remember that

Crescent Staff

A couple weeks ago, the
Dallas County Sheriff's Depart
ment in Texas received a highly
unexpected weapon: a tank.
Everyone knows that Texas

After receiving an armed,
armored personnel carrier for
free, the Dallas County Sheriff's
Department gave the vehicle,
which was designed for battle
field movements and equipped
with anti-IED deflection devices,
to a local police unit.
Although the event wasn't
as apocalyptic as some claimed
— no, the Texas police are

d e fi n i t i v e c o n c l u s i o n s a r e r a r e .

not going to fire tank shells at

able. It wouldn't be controver

Sheriff's Department

speeding cars— it does raise an
interesting question: does a ci
vilian police force have any use
for military vehicles? And, If so,
what Is so broken in our society
that we require weapons of war
to maintain peace?

sial; it'd be ridiculous. A joke, a
bit of hyperbolic humor.

received the tank after

The unconscious reaction
h e r e i s t o l a m b a s t t h e Te x a s

More unsettling, though, is
that we live in a society where
this is actually a defensible
action. Though plenty of voices
are crying foul, and rightly so, a
number of people consider the
action to be just, and therein

lies the illness. In a peaceable
society, this conjoining of police
and military would be unthink

At this point, I can't even

be angry at Texas for doing the
most stereotypical Texan thing
I can possibly imagine. Like an
exasperated parent. I'm tired
and disappointed and tired of
being disappointed.
While it isn't an Abrams

police for accepting such an
outlandish gift, the military of

battle tank, armored vehicles

ficials for offering it, and anyone

with a military origin have no

who supports the transaction
for being a reactionary neocon

domestic role. This is all 1 can

infatuated with the military-in

affair with armament led to

dustrial complex.

Perhaps, though, a legiti
mate need was filled by the

$600,000 armored transport.
Admittedly, this is unlikely, but

the point remains— consider

say, definitively. Has our sordid

our devolution as society? Or

has our devolution as a society
made escalation, both abroad
and at home, inevitable?

expecting to take on?

is already serious about bearing
arms, but this Is taking it to the
next level.

Texas is not the only state to
receive an armored tank for Its

police force. According to the
Dallas Observer, Tennessee and
Ohio State Universities have re
ceived tanks as well.

Tennessee and Ohio State
Universities also seem like

The Dallas CoUnty

the Department of
Defense had no use for

threats.

N o w, i t w o u l d b e u n d e r

standable if a war was being
fought on American soil, but
there is not. It is also not likely
that Texas will need to be pre
pared for anything either.
Imagine driving in Texas

and you see an army tank
behind you, trying to pull

^
r,
.
.
you
.
No
hank
ou.
So instead
of
letting
the
tanko vsite rknow
if l tsee
thaty in

my
around and do nothing, the best idea rearview mirror, I'm driving

they had was to hand it over to Texas pulling over.

it. So instead of letting
the tank sit around and

do nothing, the best —
idea they had was to
hand it over to Texas

sheriffs? Am I the only one who
sees this as the worst idea pos

mundane places for tanks.

sible?

States do not need military

Texas needs no extra fire

power under its belt; enough
damage can be done with the
guns they already have. They

don't need a 20-ton tank rolling
through the streets. Exactly
what kind of threat is Texas

The tank will probably

99

sheriffs?

Common places in the United
weaponry. Period.

The "Opposing Views"

sit in the parking lot of the
sheriff's department, col" lectlng spider webs and

dust. However, the Depart
ment of Defense was prob

ably being tactical in giving it to
Te x a s .

Even though they have no
tmmediate use for it. the Dallas

sheriffs will probably use the

website reports that the tank

tank to flex their muscles, es

the Dallas County Sheriff's De

pecially on the highway. Which
will further illustrate the state's

partment received is built to
withstand lEDs, ballistic arms
fire, mine blasts, and other

cliche: "Don't mess with Texas."
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Halloween costumes: An issue for both men and women
By STACEY ADAMS

cover your nipples, which is ridiculous.

Crescent Staff

So you have to pay a pretty penny to
walk around half-naked.

o u t
the candy and scary props. Of course

we cant forget about the costumes or
so they are called.

each year. It has gotten to the point
where you can wear your underwear
with a pair of furry boots and call It a
Every costume has to be consid

"show-it-ali" costumes.
True, there are more conservative
costumes that do conceal the unmen

they just are not what I want.

Anyone who has seen "The Aveng
ers" can tell you that Thor (Chris Hemsthat muscular, lo order to assist men

tionable areas, but these are the less

as "The Avengers" and Christopher
Nolan's "Batman" trilogy, superhero cos

sexy and they cover every inch of a
woman's body, they are overlooked.

ered sexy: the sexy Big Bird, the sexy

lawyer, the sexy Chucky doll, the sexy

It's not that these costumes are

Minnie Mouse, the sexy prisoner. The
last time ! checked, the Chucky doll is

considered inferior to the sexy cos

tumes; they just don't show enough

not sexy— it's creepy and demented.

skin to be deemed a woman's
costume. For some reason, Hailoween

Quite frankly, not everything is as
"sexy" as the costume industry seems

and the wearer of the outfit to remain
at a more comfortable temperature.

Halloween is quickly approaching

and, yet again, I find myself scrambling

popular costumes that rarely get pur
chased. Since they are not considered

costume.

features allow for the heat to escape

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

You could go to Goodwill and get
an outfit that covers your entire body

for less than half the price of these

Women's Halloween costumes con
tinue to reveal more and more skin

By LEVI BOWERS

to find a suitable costume for this year.
Not that there are no options out there;
Since the explosion of such movies

Another prominent issue that
men's costumes present is body image.
worth) is pretty buff. Most guys are not

tumes are in vogue. I could be anyone,

in playing the role of the super strong
hero, fake muscles are included. This

tween.

man masquerading as Thor that he is

from Batman to V and everyone in-be

The real issue is the fact that these

adds to the heat issue, but also tells the

not good enough on his own to be the

costumes, which have men in mind

Norse god of thunder.

several issues.

Thor costume Is formfitting. It allows
the wearer to show the world that
she is not ashamed of her body, not
to mention she doesn't have to worry

in the design, rarely include reveal
ing outfits. Every costume for men is
the same: over- glorified pajamas with
puffy muscles and a cape. This presents

On the other hand, the women's

to make it appear.
Every costume is pretty much the

has become a night for women to be
sexy. In actuality, it is supposed to be a
night of fun and stuffing yourself full of

better relate to It. As long as there
is some cleavage and legs showing,

candy.
Seeing as Halloween is at the end
of October, It is hard to understand

costume is a polyester, body-covering
outfit that includes a cape and a long

Costume designers never seem to
think that men do not want show off

blond wig. Polyester is hot! Going to

the costume would not be complete

why most of the costumes require the
revealing of so much skin. How are you

a Halloween bash dressed like this is

what we have been endowed with. We
should be allowed to wear skirts that

same, with different accessories that

it's a women's costume. Of course,
without drastic high heels that no one

going to be sexy when you are on the
verge of hypothermia?

could ever walk in.

Then there's the price of these so-

Costumes should be about dress

called costumes. Women's Halloween
costumes range between $40 and

ing up as your favorite characters, not

$100. What exactly are you paying
for? Pretty much just a piece of cloth to

rest of the world.

showing what God gave you to the

Pretend I want to be Thor for Hal

loween this year. The average Thor

just asking to be drowned in one's own

sweat. Within a half hour of pulling the

outfit on and Velcro-ing the back shut I
would be sweating profusely.
Women have it made in this regard.
The female counterpart to the Thor

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

When I lived in Hobson, I

kept my article focused mainly
on the walk from HM5 to the

gym as well as the section
of campus known as the
canyon."The school did, In
fact, improve the lighting on
the walk to the gym, but in my
opinion it was only a meager
effort.

The few lights in the canyon

give off virtually no brightness
to lead you on your path home.
This, I believe, is due mainly to
the fact that when the lights

are truly needed (in the early
morning or evening) there is

This Is not just an issue for costume

companies, but our worldwide views
of gender. Until we can view men and
women as equal, men will never get to

pants and a sloping neckline. Such

be.

lights were In use I could still
barely see the path before me.

My suggestion for remedy
ing these wrongdoings would

attention Is the area around the

See LIGHTS | page 8

be to add more lights wherever

houses and apartments outside

are not quite long enough and leg
gings that make our legs look flawless.

know how freeing a revealing outfit can

Halloween: A sinister tradition

usually some fog or cloud cover. the border of main campus. I
This means that there is rarely remember walking back to my
any natural light to help you d o r m f r o m a f r i e n d ' s h o u s e a t
and the fog usually keeps the ' 10 p.m. on a Thursday. While it
was a very short walk, I still felt
light from traveling very far.
it necessary to call my room
Specifically, in the canyon
mate and ask her to stay on
area, the steps leading to the
the phone with me for a few
houses are extremely under-lit
minutes just in case i needed as
There are a few lights, but as
sistance. It is sad that I did not
of this year they have needed
feel
safe while walking the short
repairs or are at least being ne
distance across campus at night
glected by not even turning
on. But if my memory serves and I felt It necessary to use my
me correctly, even when those phone as a flashlight.
Another region that needs

the costume for the sake of comfort.

costume includes a skirt instead of

Lighting on campus still not good enough
By SARAH BIERNACKI

about trying to readjust bulky parts of

By DREW SURGEON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

No doubt we are all familiar

with such relish.

Do any of you remember the

selfish glee of having so much

with the holiday called Hallow
ill-gotten gain? If you have a
een. When we were young, we soul, you will no cioubt have re
would dress up in costumes as pented from your ev\\ ways and
our favorite characters, go door realize that sin tastes sweet for
to door to strangers' houses, a moment, but it leaves cavities

and beg them for candy. But did
anyone ever stop to think of the

for a lifetime/

This is to say nothing about
the costumes that people wear,
implications?
The vile, exploitative nature like cuitists removing them
of a holiday that worships pure selves of their identity in order
refined evil that spit in the face to alleviate the burden of re
of our good God-given George sponsibility for their actions
Fox sense of morality? It is such
And what actions! Kids with
a travesty that this haughty, he
masks are twice as likely to
donistic, heathen time of the
See EVIL | page 8

year should be looked upon

Problems only as big as you make them: Gaining perspective
ByKATHERINE

VA N L A N D I N G H A M
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Growing up, 1 was never

one for being involved in

drama. I recall myself as

being pretty laid back, with a

were concerned with the se
curity of their possessions or
worried about their vulnerabil

ity in being the topic of room

mate's discussions, these were

their "problems" of the day.
Still others faced relation

ship Issues, as they worked to

growing annoyance towards

find balance between their

those who blew things out

own viewpoints and their sig

of proportion. I can even re
member my mother repeat

nificant other's. At the time

edly saying, "It doesn't actually

lems."

matter how big the problem Is,
Katherine; it matters how big
it is based on the persons per

spective."

In short, I think she was

these seemed like real "prob

down upon individuals who
classify instances such as these

as difficult and problematic,

my way of thinking is in the

the severity of our problems altered as I interact with indi

al grasp of reality. While I have
must all take some time to step
outside of our own lives and
put our so-called

trafftcking work, where I have
witnessed thousands of young
women being sold, trafficking

struggles of the world around

"real problem."
When I receive a plione

into perspective, in light of the is something I consider to be a

in which someone tells
About three weeks ago, it call
me my dear friend has been
and sold into sex
attending Georqe Fox Umver abducted
slavery yet again, I think that is
seemed as if all of

sity were completely s^tressed.
Some were concerned aboui

a

"problem."

.

,

When I see pictures of
starving children and disease-

balancinq their schedules,
saying "that the business infected societies, my m^d is
of their day posed a huge overwhelmed by the problem
"problem" to them. .
Others were caught up
house drama. Whether

atic situation.

which their family has split or
their dear friend or sibling has

passed away, I sympathize with
them in their "problems."
Yes, college can be stressful.
There are times when money
is tight. There are times when
students are overwhelmed
with an astronomical amount
of school work. Believe It or

not everyone will get along.
Maybe a roommate will say a
nasty thing about you or you
will find yourself In a situation
when you're forced to deal with
someone whose personality
doesn't mesh with your own.
In such times, we must re

viduals who face what I consid

er to be real problems.
After being involved in antl-

found this to be true, I think we

dergoing times of hardship, in

not, there are times when

While I can in no way look

trying to convey the idea that process of being dramatically
are based on our own Individu

fellow classmates who are un

Still, when I hear about

member one thing; through
it all, we are blessed. School

is a blessing; lots of people
never have the opportunity
to go. Having the capability to
even work and make money
for school is a blessing, and
if you're experiencing drama
between roommates or friends,
at least you have a room and
friends to have drama with.

Life is good, people. Step
outside ofyoursetffora minute
and put things into perspec
tive.

Spilled milk may not be the problem you should be fretting about
Photo by KATHERINE VANLANDINGHAM ! The Crcicent
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JOSEPH CLAIR: Spiritual journey
marches on Continued from page 4

Finally, after the each group ex
plains their argument In a brief
demonstration, Clair reassumes

his position at the top of the
room. The class is nearly over,
and the white boards are ap
proaching saturation. Inspired
by Aquinas, he speaks on the
process of spiritual formation.
Years earlier, encouraged by
friends, Clair transferred from

O.S.U. to.Wheaton College, and
the effect was revelatory. In a
city dominated both by the Uni
versity of Chicago and an assem
bly of grand Catholic cathedrals,
Clair built his foundation for his

two passions: philosophy and
faith. Supported by a dense
network of friends and believers,
C l a i r fl o u r i s h e d . W h e r e a s h e o n c e
avoided authors whose work

he couldn't use as arhmunition,
he embraced them wholeheart

edly. Instead of isolating his faith,
he grappled with it, willing it to
swell and experiment with new
shapes and forms. He read Marx
and Kant, Camus and Heidegger,
and found that each new idea,
each fresh perspective, fed his

faith and his love of learning.
Clair's perception of doubt

evolved, too. Clair embraced it
as the catalyst for a firmly rooted
faith. Like the ancient dialectic

packed, and the first smatter
ings of conversation begin again.
Concluding, he urges the class to

method, old faith and post-mod
ern doubt formed a synthesis of

weep with those who weep and
rejoice with those who rejoice.

faith which provided Clair with
strength and resiliency.

Integration of one's passions

and faith, Clair explains to the
class, is the key to whole being.
With so many selves, the
question of true self, true iden
tity, becomes unsolvable and
absurd. But there is no epiphany
to be gained by insulating the
selves, and no relief from life's

biggest questions. Having lived
through a period of self-separa
tion, Clair speaks with authentic
ity.
Even as the clock begins to
approach 4 p.m., the students'
attention doesn't waver. College
is a daunting convergence of
all life's weightiest questions at
once, he explains. What should
I study? Whom should I marry?
How dp 1 define myself? It's a
time of boundless opportunity.
Through meaningful friendships,
we have help in answering these
questions; furthermore, we ap
proach friendship with God.
"Clair is winding down
as the hour finally gives way.
Papers rustle and bags are
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CRESCENT
LIGHTS: Campus needs more
lighting

Continued from page 7

noise complaints, trespassing,

ioitering, disturbances of the
peace, absences from school,

and work, Pepto-Bismol use,

necessary and to make

sugar highs, and worst of all,

Clair asserts, he wouldn't know

these lights as powerful as
can be. This truly is a solvable
problem that our school can

happiness!
Because, as we all know,
the surest sign that you are

who he was.
The man who attended Princ

students.

and narrow is personal happi

Without his best friend, his dear

wife Norah, his almighty God,

eton and Cambridge describes
his slow walk as he approaches a
bottomless cliff. Darkness tinges
the sky lit by the setting sun,
and something heavenly imbues

work on to better the life of its

deviating from the straight
n e s s .

EVIL: Halloween and evil doings

1 hope that this year and

every year we will all do our
part and boycott this devia

go hand-in-hand

Continued from page 7

mined steps Clair arrives at the

to swipe extra sinful sweets
from the (and I use this term

tion of good ethical sense and
do things that actually matter,
like studying, homework, our

precipice and peers down into
the murk. He can't see far, but he

loosely) "offerings" from the
mild-mannered and naTve old

jobs, volunteer work, and so

folks who are ignorant of the

to society. Down with Hallow

holiday's evil roots.

een!

the air. With calculated, deter

knows at the bottom lie the inac

cessible mysteries of Jesus and
faith and life. Though no glimpse
is possible and the staggering
height nauseates, Clair gathers
himself, spits down the chasm,
and strides away.

much else that can contribute

Do you know who else

wears masks? The Joker! Yeah,

it is more like face paint, but
the correlation is still there
and we all know correla

tion implies causation! Not
to mention all the little tykes
who wear the masks of this

notorious villain, as if it were
some innocent joke!
Some may ask why ! am so
serious about this, but every
year on Halloween there is an
increase In jaywalking, TP-ing,
theft of small conventional

goods, cavities, dentist visits,

Wheaton College
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